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New Turning point for Foundation 

New Step for Mankind's knowledge detach from Matter,  Keshe's Book 1 talked in 

normal terms, Book 2 in new terminology, Detection of MagGrav fields in Amino Acids 

for humans, confusion between Matter and Plasma, Gans is "gases in Nano State",  

Summary of the Teachings so far ...  don't need to build resistors, capacitors, etc.,  How 

real Fusion works, Cup of Life made in China,  Linking Ebola MagGrav field in a new 

material near it, virus links to new material instead of attacking body,  How an egg is 

fertilized by 3 different Gans,  Create Mass with new technology,  Batteries are specific 

to MagGrav fields, need new batteries,  Can light whole city with 10 cm wire, The 

friction between Gans layers releases huge Energy, teach later how to absorb cosmic 

rays,  These are on Universal fields, Each Solar System has a barrier to keep certain 

things out, when leave Solar System then whole different way of seeing, Work with 

Atomic structure add up Proton/Neutrons get Plasma size, determine which gans to use as 

container, friction between creates energy, Fields open up and merge create Gold, etc,  

Malta Health center open, Application process requirements,  Mr. Keshe's illness 2 

workshops ago, Technology can change mind of a assassin so he forgets what he is 

doing,  Ones wanted to control seeds of humanity, technology sets the seeds back to 

original,   Dangers of handling Gans,  

When drink water body changes it immediately to Gans of Water so it is available for 

whatever comes into body,  Ellie telling what happened to Keshe, bleeding in urine, all 

test at hospital not showing what's wrong, looked like poisoning Arsenic, Homeopath 

gave Arsenic,  Bending of light around stars shows MagGrav fields, Light is a plasma 

entity this is how it makes it to other side of universe,  We only observe what the retina 

can observe, Nano layer on wires can be forced to produce light if we force something 

through the layers,  

We don't see all the matter in the Universe because not all release MagGrav, Universe has 

different spectrum of colors,  

 


